Isaacs Two Sons: A Jungian Adventure into the Mind and the Material

A journey deep within the soul, guided by the famed psychoanalyst Car Jungâ€™s mysterious
obscure story â€œSeven Sermons to the Deadâ€•, young U.C. Berkeley professor Robert
Anderson sets out to crack the riddle of the twin sons of Isaac who fought from the time they
came forth from the womb and still fight today; a world destined to not see peace until the
descendants of these two sons make peace. Robert soon finds himself descending into the
outer, corrupt world of city politics, sexual passions, and deceptions. But setting his mind on
Jungâ€™s Seven Sermons, looking to answers from within, rejecting imaginable resolutions
from without, Robert sees the elusive key to resolving the ancient riddle. Take this journey
with Robert and find your way through the dark reaches of the mind and to the light of day.
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